Ann Arbor, Michigan Offers New Model for 100% Clean Power
by Jeffrey Tomich
Nov. 15, 2021 (abridged) – When Ann Arbor, Michigan, passed a plan a little over a year ago to make the city carbon-neutral by 2030, it meant pivoting as quickly as possible to clean energy, including across the campus of the University of Michigan.
The carbon-neutral goal for the city of 120,000, dubbed A2ZERO, means outpacing Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s (D) plan for the state of Michigan to achieve the same target in 2050.  And it means moving faster than Ann Arbor’s electricity provider, DTE Electric, which also has a 2050 net-zero emissions target.
So how does a progressive, mid-size city go green while the state and the power company remain tethered to coal and natural gas?  For Ann Arbor, the answer is: If the monopoly utility won’t speed up the energy transition, do it yourself!
The city is looking to compete with DTE by forming what’s called a sustainable energy utility, or SEU, a municipal model hatched in academia and first put into practice in Delaware in 2007.  The idea is to build a non-profit, community-based electric company whose mission is to generate renewable power and to conserve energy.
But in this instance, Ann Arbor has a more sweeping concept in mind.  The city wants to incorporate battery storage and tie homes and businesses to micro- and nano-grids.  The city wants to encourage energy efficiency and the use of geothermal heat pumps as an alternative to heating homes with natural gas.  It wants to populate the streets with electric cars.
Ann Arbor wants to reimagine what a local power company can be, as cities increasingly push for more ambitious carbon reductions than the mid-century net-zero emissions goals that have become the language of climate mitigation in America.
“It’s a nice sentiment to set goals, but how are we going to achieve them?” said Missy Stults, Ann Arbor’s sustainability director.
New Models: Minneapolis to Boulder
Ann Arbor has found it difficult to leverage DTE’s franchise agreement with the city to meet the type of clean electricity goals adopted by Minneapolis and Boulder, Colo.  The reason is a century-old Michigan law that gives DTE a perpetual right to provide the city with electricity.
Yet there’s a hitch: DTE’s franchise isn’t exclusive, which means the city could compete with its incumbent utility.
While building a duplicate distribution grid was a non-starter, Stults wondered what the city could do without relying on poles and wires.  “With distributed energy resources, I thought maybe this is actually possible.  Maybe we could provide a supplemental utility in which we don’t actually focus on distribution, or we focus on limited distribution.  And instead, we focus on the generation.”
The city had local experts work on a technical and legal analysis to determine if it was doable.  She said the answer to both questions was “yes.”
“What our modeling shows is that it is affordable, at least cost-competitive,” she said....
To be sure, other cities will be watching....
Building a ‘Parallel Utility’
....  Detroit-based DTE, which would still own the poles and wires and be responsible to supplying whatever power the Ann Arbor SEU doesn’t generate locally.   About half of DTE’s electricity supply was generated from coal in 2020, according to the utility, with about 10% generated from wind and solar power.
Brian Calka, DTE’s director of renewable solutions, said the utility has a long history of working with Ann Arbor and only recently got approval from Michigan regulators to build a 20-MegaWatt community solar project on a capped landfill site and greenfield site owned by the city.  Calka said the energy produced will be used to help Ann Arbor and a neighboring township meet their renewable energy goals.
DTE and the city have also discussed a much larger solar development: a 440-MW project sized to offset all of Ann Arbor’s community-wide energy use, he said.  How, or if, a large solar project fits with the city’s vision for a parallel utility is unclear at this point.
Calka said DTE was initially unaware the city was looking at the concept of an SEU.  “It caught us by surprise,” he said....
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